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Session 33: “Four Phases of the Beast” – Part 2: 

Start Date: February 2, 2021 @ 10 AM (PDT) 

Beast Phase 1: ________________________________________________________________ 

Characteristics of the Beast Power in Phase 1: _______________________________________ 

In Daniel chapter 7, four beasts are shown arising out the seas, which are churned up by great 

winds. What do these symbols represent? 

 A beast represents (Daniel 7:17, 23) __________________________________________ 

 Winds represent (Jeremiah 49:36-37) _________________________________________ 

 Waters/Seas represent (Revelation 17:15) _____________________________________ 

 Beast heads represent (Daniel 8:22) __________________________________________ 

 Horns represent (Daniel 8:21) _______________________________________________ 

 Wings represent (Proverbs 23:5, Isaiah 40:31) __________________________________ 

 Mountains represent (Daniel 9:16; Revelation 17:9) ______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 Jerusalem represents (Isaiah 51:16; Zechariah 2:1-2; Proverbs 25:28) ________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 Put the meaning of Mountain with Jerusalem to get the deeper meaning of Mountain: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

1) Beast #3 – Daniel 7:6 

 The third beast is a ___________________ with __________ heads and ________ 

wings of a ________________ (_______________): 

 

 

 

 

Four separate political powers, which are represented as the 4 Beasts of Daniel 7

government
Four political powers which work to create one-world 

wars, the sword, times of strife and trouble
groups of people, and nations

The heads are a part of the "nation"/group but are leaders/sub-divisions

Are kings - which are political leaders

kings and kingdoms-which is a political power (nation)... 
beasts are usually a joining of more than one power together

strength, swiftness, blessing
"cities" / "heads" (leaders)

Yahweh's people (the saved) Cities represent people - but Jerusalem/Zion is God's people

A mountain is a group - the Body - of people - Mt. Zion is Yahweh's people from all ages.
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In the Last-Days, Scripture warns that the final Antichrist will emerge as a man who will lead a 

very powerful world empire the likes of which history has yet to produce. This powerful 

leadership role of the Antichrist is de- scribed clearly in the Bible by the prophets. But of all the 

prophecies foretelling the rise of the final Beast, one detail has long been overlooked.  

Most people—even those who haven’t read the Bible—have heard of “The Antichrist.” 

According to the Bible, the Antichrist will be Satan’s primary agent on the earth in the Last-

Days. The title “Antichrist” is given in Bible prophecy.  

2) When will the Antichrist appear (1 John 2:18)? ___________________________________ 

 

3) The Antichrist power is also called: 

 the ______________________________ (Revelation 13:4) 

 the ____________________ (Daniel 9:27) 

 “the man of ________________” “the son of ____________________” (2 Thess. 2:3) 

 “the king of ________________________” (Isaiah 14:4) 

 “the __________________” (Isaiah 14:4) 

 “the __________________________” (Micah 5:5, Isaiah 10:5, Isaiah 14:25) 

 

Yes, he has many titles. But who will he be? Where does he come from? As we have been 

seeing in our study of the Beast, this power actually exists in four, successive stages, which 

are: 

Stage 1) ____________________________________________________________ Daniel 7:3-7 

Stage 2) _________________________________________________________Revelation 13:2 

Stage 3) ___________________________________________ Daniel 8:23-25; Revelation 13:18 

Stage 4) ___________________________________________ Revelation 11:7; Revelation 17:8 

 

Continuing on the Bear – Beast 2 of Daniel 

7… 

How Can the Bear Power—Identified as 

Medo-Persia (anciently)—be Russia in the 

Last Days?  

 

Beyond the obvious connection of Russia 

actually having chosen the bear as their 

national symbol, there is quite a bit of 

evidence connecting the ancient power 

identified as Medo-Persia with modern-day 

In the "Last Time" (the Last Days)

Beast (one-world)
desolate

sin perdition

Prince of Tyre in Ezekiel (king of Tyre is the Devil)

Babylon
oppressor

Assyrian
King of the North - in Daniel

The four separate political powers - which work to create a one-world order
A one-world political power with "great authority" being global control
one evil human rules the world
one demonic entity (in human form) rules the world
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Russia. The evidence, also fits the Biblical Prophetic picture, portrayed both by Daniel and 

Ezekiel.  

 

In Ezekiel chapter 38, we read of a great, End-time Battle. Evil forces will come against (Ezekiel 

38:8) ________________________________________________________________________.   

 

From our list of prophetic symbols on page 1, who is the target in this attack? _____________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Who is the leader of the attack? (Ezekiel 38:2) _______________________________________ 

What land is this leader from? (Ezekiel 38:2) _________________________________________  

This evil leader is also identified as the chief over ______________________________ and 

________________________________ (Ezekiel 38:2). 

This evil leader is also known as “the prince of ______________________________” (great 

empire of the north). 

_______________________________ - like the rest of Ezekiel’s Gog invasion alliance members 

were descendants of Japheth. The name is sometimes also written as Moschi or Moschoi, 

which translates as Moscow.  

 

The term Tubal is also handed down from the table of nations in Genesis chapter 10, and 

refers to a northern city-state that traded in goods and developed military alliances with the 

ancient cities of Tyre and Tarshish. Although many of the names from Genesis ten have 

become lost in the shadows of history, Tubal is probably representative of the peoples that 

lived in the Cappadocian region north and east of the modern state of Turkey.  

 

Magog is referred to by the Jewish historian Josephus who identified them as the “Scythians”, 

or the people north of the Caucasus Mountains. Josephus records that the Magogians were 

called “Scythians” by the Greeks. The Scythians are the ancestors of modern ______________. 

Philo, is another in the 1st century who identifies Magog with southern Russia. The Scythians 

were well known for barbaric destructiveness in warfare. The term Magog is also a 

comprehensive term which means “the northern barbarians.” The people of Magog were 

infamous for their technical skills in the art of warfare.   

 

The third beast: The Leopard with 4 Heads and 4 Fowl’s Wings: 

After the bear’s brief period of dominance, the next will be the leopard power with four heads 

and four wings of a fowl (Daniel 7:6). 

the mountains of Israel 

which is the people of Yahweh, especially leaders

Gog 
the land of Magog

Meshech
Tubal

Meshech

Meshech

Russia
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Unlike the other three beasts of Daniel 7, at this time, there is no single, globally-dominating 

nation which is plainly represented by the leopard symbol. This likely means that the leopard 

power is still developing. In fact, it may well be a power which unifies all of the countries 

which claim the leopard as their national symbol (we’ll examine that possibility in the next 

page). At this point, we cannot yet be 100% certain of its identity. For this reason, we will 

examine the two most likely possible identities, for the Leopard Power. 

Option 1: 

  

Symbol #1:  Symbol #2 Symbol #3 

Political Power #1: Meaning: Political Power #2: 

   

 

Option 2: 

  

Symbol #1:  Symbol #2 Symbol #3 

Political Power #1: Meaning: Political Power #2: 

   

3rd Beast of Daniel 7 Leopard with 4 heads and 4 fowl's wings

Leopard Body

Germany

four heads

Four Reichs

fowl's wings

France

3rd Beast of Daniel 7 Leopard with 4 heads and 4 fowl's wings

Leopard Body

Islamic Republic Nations

four heads

Leading 4 nations of the Islamic
Republic

fowl's wings

France
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Of these two options, the identity of the leopard as _________________________ is the most 

likely, for reasons which will soon be explained. For this reason, we will consider this possible 

identity most carefully. 

 

The leopard represents several Middle Eastern, Muslim countries. The predominant countries 

of the Islamic Republic, symbolized by the leopard, are: Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan: 

 

“The Islamic Republic of HAJ Afghanistan's… national animal is the Snow Leopard, 

which frolics freely in the nation's many lush forests.”  

(https://www.nationstates.net/nation=haj_afghanistan) 

Pakistan also claims the snow leopard as their national symbol, according to Wikipedia 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_symbols_of_Pakistan) 

Iran has a couple of animals as its national symbols, among them is the leopard 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_Iran) 

  

 

It is interesting to note that the 

leopard is also the symbol of the 

Islamic Republic, which is a rising 

power and which an increasing 

number of Middle Eastern, Muslim 

nations are joining/becoming. 

Currently, four Middle Eastern nations are Islamic Republic, 

which are: ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

How can the leopard beast of Daniel 7, whom Scripturally is identified as Greece, be an 

“Assyrian” power (modern Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan are descended from ancient 

Assyria)?  

the Islamic Republic

Afghanistan, Iran, Mauritania, and Pakistan

https://www.nationstates.net/nation=haj_afghanistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_symbols_of_Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_Iran
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The ancient realm of Greece included the Selucid area of the Greek sphere. A part of Greece in 

the time of Alexander the Great, the Selucid Empire included the modern-day regions known 

as Iraq and Syria.  

 

 
 

In other words, there is a direct connection to ancient Greece and Assyria. This supports the 

idea that the Greek leopard of the past might manifest as the Assyrian leopard in the future. 

But there is not only prophetic connection with Assyria in the political beast, there is also a 

prophetic connection with Assyria in the personal Beast—who will reign as the ultimate 

Antichrist.  
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Another evidence that the leopard beast of Daniel 7 could be a Middle Eastern power is that 

the leopard of Daniel 7 is the ________________________ of the Revelation 13 beast. And 

there is evidence to connect the final _________________ with _________________________ 

 

Evidences that the Final Beast could be a Muslim—Assyrian:  

 

 Revelation 13 demonstrates an __________________ connection with the final 

Antichrist.  

o The dominate feature of the Antichrist Beast in Revelation 13:2 is his 

________________ body.  

o Since the _______________ represented _______________ in the past, this is an 

indication that the Antichrist will rise out of the area of the __________________ 

Empire that was known as the Seleucid region—in other words: ______________.  

 

 Antiochus Epiphanes is a prophetic shadow-picture of the End-time ________________ 

Antiochus Epiphanes, a tyrant who was an early manifestation of the _______________, 

who set up the __________________________ of _______________________________ 

(https://www.gotquestions.org/abomination-desolation.html). What is the leopard 

connection here? Antiochus arose out of Alexander’s Empire (____________________).  

 

 Antiochus was a type of the final Antichrist. He claimed to be God and set up the 

Abomination of Desolation, in its ancient manifestation. So, if the type of the 

Antichrist—Antiochus Epiphanes—was from Seleucia, we see yet another indication that 

the ultimate Antichrist could also come from that same area and will thus be an 

___________________________________.  

 

 The 12th _____________________________. In Genesis 17:20, we find an amazing 

prophecy of Ishmael.  

 

o Genesis 17:20 says Ishmael would beget __________________ princes.  

o These princes, according to the Koran, are _______________.  

o The 12th ___________________________, is yet to come.  

o The Koran foretells that this 12th _______________________ will be the Mahdi—

which means “______________________________”. It is interesting to note, that 

the characteristics of the 12th Imam—the Muslim Mahdi—closely resemble the 

Bible’s depiction of the final Antichrist.  

 

body (main area of)
beast Assyria

body (leopard)

leopard
leopard Greece

Greek (not that name today)
Middle East

Antichrist (Beast)
Antichrist

Abomination Desolation

Greece

Selucian (or from the Middle East)

Imam ("prince")

12
Imams

Imam
Imam

Messiah

https://www.gotquestions.org/abomination-desolation.html
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 Since Scripture states that “all the world” will “___________________” after the Beast 

(Revelation 17:8), one might question who everyone would follow. _________________ 

can be duped to accept Allah (“_________________”), but Muslims will not follow a 

non-___________________. 
 

 Micah foretold that the Antichrist would be an ________________________ - Micah 5:5  

 

Could the final Antichrist actually be a Muslim? Will this be the fulfillment of Micah’s depiction 

of the “Assyrian” and Daniel’s Selucid leopard beast? One thing is certain, we haven’t rightly 

identified the soon-coming, final Beast power until every Bible prophecy on the subject is 

considered. Every applicable prophecy must be rightly incorporated into the interpretation, 

like the pieces of a puzzle fitting together—including Micah’s overlooked Assyrian prophecy.  

 

What part does France play in this beast’s role bringing in ______________________________ 

government? According to France Diplomacy, within the United Nations, France is working to 

accomplish the following: 

 

 “France is a spearhead in the fight for the environment and against climate change” 

 “France plays a key role in disarmament and maintaining peace and security.” 

(https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/united-nations/france-and-the-

united-nations/) 

What role does “climate change” and “environmentalism” play in the UN establishment of 

Global Governance and the loss of national sovereignty?  

 

Malcolm Roberts’ belief that sustainable development is a disguised attempt to 

impose global communism has entered US mainstream politics... Malcom Roberts 

(senator for Queensland, Australia) promised, and Malcolm Roberts delivered. 

After announcing on Facebook that he would address the threat to Australian 

sovereignty from “Agenda 21”, he raised it in his first speech as an Australian 

senator… Roberts said that: 

 

“People are waking to the UN destroying our national sovereignty through 

implementation of the UN’s… declaration for 21st century global governance, 

often known as Agenda 21 – more recently as Agenda 2030.” 

 

wonder (worship)
Christians

Chrislam
Muslim

Assyrian

global (all the world wondered after)

https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/united-nations/france-and-the-united-nations/
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/united-nations/france-and-the-united-nations/
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Roberts said that… it has been “sneakily implemented by ministers of every 

government since, under the guise of biodiversity, to steal property rights, 

sustainability to pass regulations controlling people and climate change to push 

foreign control using unlawful agreements like the Paris sham”…  Roberts wants 

Australia to leave the UN. 

 

Mainstream political figures in the US – among them former presidential 

candidates Ted Cruz (US senator for Texas) and Newt Gingrich (US politician and 

former Speaker of the US House of Representatives) – have warned in dark terms 

about the danger posed by Agenda 21.” (https://www.theguardian.com/) 

 

In addition to “spearheading” the Agenda 21 climate change plans, France is also at the 

forefront of the movement seeking for gun control (removal) and “peace” and “security”. 

What is the role of “peace” and “security” in bringing about a one-world government and the 

rise of the final beast power? 

 

Daniel 8:23-25 - ________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

What role does this third beast play in bringing about a one-world Government and religion? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In the latter time of their (the political beasts) kingdom, a king of fierce countenance
(merciless, strong, dictator-type) would stand up (rise to power). He would rule the world and 
would cause "craft" to prosper (which is deception, treachery, and fraud). And by "peace" he will 

destroy many...  Peace is "security" (number 1 meaning in the definition). 

If the leopard body in the Beast (Revelation 13) indicates that the leopard of Daniel 7 is the greatest
or leading power, and is "Assyrian" by Micah and Isaiah, this may indicate that the final human beast leader

will be a Muslim (Assyrian). And France is leading in bringing in totalitarian control through 
climate change (agenda) and gun control (disarmament). 




